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FIG. 24. K versus volume in the alkali metals deduced from the data in Fig. 23. 

3. Compari8on with Liquid Metal8 

The effect of pressure on the alkali metals in the liquid state has 
not been studied over such a wide range as for the solids. Bridgman 
has however made some measurements on the liquids. Of Cs he writes 
(Bridgman, 1949, p. 282): "Because of the location of the melting 
curve it was not possible to measure the resistance of the liquid metal 
at pressures high enough to reach the minimum [in the ~p curve], but 
simple extrapolation indicates that 'without much question the. liquid 
will show the effect as well as the solid at temperatures above perhaps 
140°, and there seems no reason to think that the mechanism respon
lsible for the minimum has any essential <'<,>nnection with the lattice 
structure. " 

In Li, moreover, Bridgman finds that, as in the solid, the pressure 
coefficient of resistivity of the liquid is po.sitive (in magnitude it is 
about 33% greater than that of the solid). In the other metals Bridg- , 
man finds negative pressure coefficients of resistivity of ma,gnitude 
simila.r to those found in the corresponding solids. 

To sum up ,,,hat we know about the yolurne dependence of K: we 
know that: (1) at atmospheric pressure the sign of a In Kia In V is 
different in c1itTprf'nt meta.ls; (2) for the monovalent metals the sign of 


